
Reception Weekly Update 

Monday 20th November – Friday 24th November 
 

 

In Maths we have been: 

 Rolling the dice and trying to subitise (say how many spots 

we can see) 

 Matching the correct numeral to the amount on the dice, 

using number fans and numeral flashcards. 

 Finding the correct amount of objects to match the number of 

spots on the dice.   

 

In Phonics we have been: 

 Using our wipe boards to practise writing patterns.                               

 Introduced to the phonemes ‘u’ and ‘r’ and the digraph ‘ck’ (A 

digraph is two letters that represent one sound.)  – we have tried 

to articulate ‘u’ ‘ck’ and ‘r’ and mark make ‘u’ ‘ck’ and ‘r’ and 

find ‘u’ ‘ck’ and ‘r’ in words. 

 Learning to read and write the tricky word ‘I’ 

Ask your child about the treasure game! 

 

During our teacher times we have been sharing our 

Christmas play ‘A Christmas tail.’ We have started to learn 

our songs and practise our lines.  
 

 

Please could we have costumes in by Friday 1
st
 December. 

When you have them ready please bring them into school in a 

named bag. 

Thank you 
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